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This is the penultimate work  in Op.25 that  has its foundations in Op.10 Nos.2 and
11, but  this time combined and transformed by way of  parallel  sixths in the right
hand,  played  against  a complex  left-hand  figuration  of  paral lel  thirds,  fourths,
fifths, sixths, sevenths and octaves. As with the earlier  works, this produces a moto
perpetuo of  the most  stunning clarity  and  intensi ty, with enhanced linear  textures
and  incidental  harmonic  and  melodic  sparkle  that  are  a  direct  result  of  the
interactions between Chopin’s technical  and  artistic skil ls;  in other  words,  in this
work  one can see how the technical  and artistic elements are always spawning and
influencing foreground events.

Once again,  as with  so many  of  the Op.25 works,  there are no clear  divisions
between sections,  but  a full  prose description  of  the work’s construction  can  be
expressed thus:  an 8 bar  opening section (1-8), followed by a 4 bar  transition (9-12),
which precedes an 8 bar  central  section (13-20), leading to a 7 bar  recapitulation
(21-27), concluding with a 9 bar  coda and  close (28-36). The surprising and  most
obvious aspect  of  this description  of  the work’ s structure is the way that  Chopin
manages to conceal  such  an  obvious numerical  anomaly  in terms of  the work’ s
phrasing,  without  any  sense of  tension  or  irregulari ty  – the  moto perpetuo is
maintained until  the very final  closing cadence. The key to what  has happened lies
in bars 23-26;  what  Chopin  does is effectively compress the normal  4-bar  phrase
into 3-bars thus bringing forward  the close of  the phrase from the end of  bar  28
(where it should be) to the beginning of  bar  28. Notice also how the change in the
left-hand  figuration  in bar  24,  along  with  the detailed  pedal  markings,  help  to
conceal  the change in phrase length. It  should sound ‘wrong’ , but  it  doesn’ t  – one
has only to listen to any decent  recording of the work;  it is this sort  of artistic and
technical  skill  that  was denied  to many,  if  not  all,  of  Chopin’ s contemporaries.
Other  examples of  this sort  of numerical  discrepancy can be found in the Scherzos
and Ballades, most notably the central  section of Ballade No.3.



With the skil ls acquired as a result  of learning Op.10 Nos.2 and 11, Op.25 Nos.2 and
6, there are no real  surprises in this work. I  would suggest learning each 4-bar
phrase individually as far  as bar  20, and then learn the final  sections (21-36) as a
separate enti ty. The pedal  markings are remarkably similar  to the schema found in
Op.10 No.11, in that  where there is no new bass note, keep the pedal  depressed for
the enti re left-hand triplet or sextuplet. However, the pedal  must NOT be used for
bars 13 to 18 in the middle section, so your  legato must be near-perfect. Unlike No.6
however, this work  requires an absolute evenness in tone between left and right
hand;  there should be no difference in volume or touch – the dynamic markings
apply equally to both left- and right-hand figurations.


